
Model: GC6760-X-MD3 

From: CAMSEW
Unique 

Direct Servo Drive, 

Auto Thread Trim. 

Extended Arm, 

Sealed Oil Sump no oil 

Stains. 

Built in Bobbin 

Winder. 

Control Panel for  

Auto Stitch Settings. 

Auto Foot Lift. 





Explained 

The X feed is an innovative unique new feeding system. The benefits of this new system means that the work can be continuously fed, not stopping to allow the stitch to be 

formed. This makes the work easy for the operator to handle, also much longer stitches can be set for fine materials. When working on velvet or slippery materials on ordi-

nary machines the top ply can end up much longer than the lower ply, with the X feed this is prevented meaning that you get a much more even looking finish to your work. 

Technical explanation 

the X feed is a combination of needle feed, and drop feed. Drop feed is what is found on the conventional plain sewing machines, the material feeds when the needle is out 

of the work, the work stops feeding while the stitch is formed. Needle feed work is fed when the needle is in the work, this can help prevent the two plies from slipping.  

X feed combines the two, feeding starts with the needle in the work as in needle feed (See A above), once the needle feed is complete the drop feed takes over (See B 

above) this helps close stitch in the material. 

The result   of all this also means that the machine can work with a much lighter tension with less strain on the thread. 

Much longer stitches on fine material, up to 8mm. 

Much easier to work on Heavy materials such as Jean with thick cross seams. 



Extended Arm 

Ample working area to the right of 

the needle. 

Full range of extra feet available, 

your range of existing feet will fit 

this machine. 

Direct Drive Servo Motor 

Ho Hsing: servo motor, control box, synchroniser, backed up by Australian service agents. 

 AC servo motor: Low power consumption with 600 watts output, smooth, and very quiet, top speed adjustable by operator. 

 Synchroniser: Needle stops down when pedal released, to turn work. Needle stops up when “Heel Back” to remove work. 

“Heel Back” completely and thread is trimmed. 

Safety: When machine is tipped back machine will not operate. 

300mm X  136mm 



Full Featured Control Panel. 

All The Setting You Will 

Ever Need, and More. 

Sealed Oil Sump, No Oil  

Stains. 

Check, and Refill Without 

Tilting Machine Back. 



Model Stitch Max Stitch 

Length 

Bobbin Feeding RPM Foot 

Lift 

Work Area Bed Dimen-

sions 

Needle Made in 

GC06730M3 Lock Stitch 8 mm Standard X Feed 5000 13mm 300 X 136 

mm 

52 X 18 cm 16X231 DBX1 China 

Warranty 

12 Months on site warranty, parts, and labour.  

With delivery, and setup (Melbourne Metropolitan Area) 

 All other areas 12 months return to point of purchase, with a $100.00 discount towards freight.

CAMSEW Importers of Typical, and CAMSEW industrial sewing machines.

Phone: Ron. 0419 884 920 

Email Ron: camsew@outlook.com

Web: camsew.com.au 

Ringwood Melbourne Vic. (Please phone first to avoid a wasted trip) 


